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Abstract—OpenDaylight (ODL) is a commercial, collaborative,
open-source platform to accelerate the adoption and innovation
of Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function
Visualization. This paper describes the novel ODL architecture
in a simplified way to grasp a better understanding of such
architecture. ODL architecture intends to foster new innovation
and accelerate adoption of programming the network. The
innovation of Model-Driven Service Abstraction Layer (MD-SAL)
in the architecture leads to developing models for automatic
management and configuration of the networks. MD-SAL provides ODL with the ability to support any protocol talking to
the network elements as well as any network application. The
flexibility inherent in ODL architecture could enable ODL to
shape the next generation networks.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

The OpenDaylight (ODL) project is a commercial, collaborative, open-source platform to accelerate the adoption
and innovation of Software Defined Networking (SDN) and
Network Function Visualization (NFV). ODL is a Java-based,
industry-supported software, managed by the Linux Foundation consortium [23] with nearly 50 corporate members
including Brocade, Cisco, Citrix, Dell, Ericsson, HP, IBM,
Juniper, Microsoft, and Red Hat [13]. Being a community-led,
open platform, the community members, end users, and even
customers can participate in defining, analysing, developing,
and testing its architecture and its existing modules. Furthermore, they can contribute with new initiatives and submit novel
proposals to the technical stressing community of ODL. ODL’s
mission is to create a collaborative community which shares
and contributes to the success and adoption of SDN.
ODL architecture is developed based on the Open Services
Gateway Initiative (OSGi) which is a modular development
framework where loosely coupled modules construct the entire
platform. The modules can be built independently with the
ability of importing and exporting data from one another.
ODL architecture is formed in a layered structure: the network
applications layer on the top, the platform controller layer in
the middle, and the network elements represent the lower layer
[36]. The ODL’s heart is the middle layer which contains:
the basic network functions such as topology, statistics, and
forwarding services; the platform network functions which
include modules for specific networking tasks; as well as the
service abstraction layer which represents a service abstract
level between the lower layer and the upper layer and it
also routes service between requests layer’s modules. This
service abstraction layer helps the ODL community to focus on application development rather than coding the intercommunication between different layers.

This paper contributes to the research field by presenting
ODL architecture in a simplified way. Those who are interested
in understanding the architecture can read this paper. It reduces
the required effort of reading several research papers and
surfing diverse websites. The paper describes the ODL’s layers
in detail, some of the including modules in each layer, and the
inter-communication between the layers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
II, an overview of SDN as well as network configuration
modelling and programming tools is briefly presented. Section
III surveys a literature review on SDN and the development of
SDN controllers. Section IV describes the ODL architecture
details. Section V discusses the clustering service in ODL.
Finally, Section VI offers a conclusion and presents future
work.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Software Defined Networking
SDN is the separation of the software that controls the
packets forwarding function (control plane) from the network
hardware element that forwards the packets (data plane).
The forwarding rules are issued by a logically centralized
programmable controller to enable data forwarding by dump
network elements. A secured southbound (SB) interface is
established between each element of the underlying entire
network and the controller, through which the rules are forwarded. Networking elements store the rules in a chain of flow
tables and when no entry matches the packet header fields of
a received packet in the flow tables, routers or switches send
it to the controller. If a matching rule is found, the defined
action (drop, forward to a certain port) is applied. If no matches
found, the packet can be either dropped or sent to the controller
[35]. ”Fig. 1” highlights OpenFlow (OF) protocol, the most
common SB interface between the numerous developed SDN
controllers and the network elements [34].
B. Network Configuration Modelling and Programming
The evolution of the model-driven software engineering
approach leads to developing models for automatic management and configuration of the networks. NETCONF [29] is
a protocol for managing and configuring network elements,
it maintains the configurations in data stores and provides a
set of low-level operations: retrieve, configure, copy, and delete
which can be performed on the data stores. NETCONF uses an
XML-based data encoding for both the configurations data and
the protocol messages. NETCONF supports simple Remote
Procedure Calls (RPCs), notifications, any data model, and
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The Software Defined Networking architecture [11].

roll-back operations; separates the configurations from operational data state; and allows saving and restoring, comparing
of configurations [19]. Configuration and data stores operations
of NETCONF are realized as RPCs.
Yet Another Next Generation (YANG) [26] is a data modelling language which was basically developed to model RPCs,
notifications, configuration, state data of network elements, as
well as constraints to be enforced on the data. Furthermore,
YANG can be used to model services, protocols, policies, and
customers [35]. YANG structures data into a tree which can be
used for accessing and manipulating data configuration defined
by NETCONF. It also defines data models in modules and submodules where data can be imported/exported between them.
RESTCONF [25] is an application programming interface
which provides the accessibility to NETCONF operations over
HTTP that are defined as RPCs in YANG. Configuration
data are resources addressed by Universal Resource Identifiers
(URIs) which can be returned with GET method and can be
manipulated by PATCH, DELETE, POST, and PUT methods.
Data is formatted with either XML or JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON).
III.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

The foundation of SDN has laid with the Ethane project
[27] in 2006. Ethane defined a new network architecture
for flow-based access control and security policies for the
enterprise networks. Ethane’s architecture is based on two
components: a controller to define routing, access control, and
policy rules of data flows, and an Ethane switch to forward
data based on the controller’s rules. These rules are stored in
flow tables. The switch has a secured channel, through which
it communicates with the controller.
The successor of Ethane is the OpenFlow (OF) project
introduced in [34]. Both projects have common features: managing switches by a centralized controller, having a secured
channel, and storing forwarding rules in flow tables, while
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the main difference is that Ethane uses its own switches and
OF can be installed on heterogeneous Ethernet switches, as
well as on wireless elements [34]. With the success of OF
protocol in decoupling the software that controls the data
flows from the network hardware element, it is considered
to be the sole SB interface for most of the developed SDN
controllers. In order to make OF a standard protocol that meets
the demands of commercial deployments, Open Networking
Foundation (ONF) organization has published several versions
of OF specifications: 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 [11].
Several SDN controller platforms have been developed:
NOX [31], POX [18], Beacon [30], Floodlight [5], and the
more recently ONOS [33]. Most of the previous controllers use
only OF as SB interface. ONOS is in the development stage,
it supports both OF and NETCONF protocols. BGP, SNMP,
Netflow, or NETCONF are protocols that can do similar
OF protocol’s tasks such as programming packet forwarding
and gathering data information on the underlying network
configurations [35]. Furthermore, a study in [28] concludes
that the current OF’s architecture does not fit the requirements
of high-performance networks. a new innovation of the SDN
architecture is mandatory in order for SDN to promote.
”Hydrogen” was the first release of ODL in 2013. The main
innovations as described in ”Fig. 2” are: the SB plugins for
SB protocols to talk to the network elements, the northbound
(NB) plugins to communicate with the applications, and the
Service Abstraction Layer (SAL). Containing the SAL, ODL
has become an umbrella of several of the SB protocols
including OF protocol. ”Helium” is the second release of ODL
with a new user interface, an easy installation procedure, and
enhanced performance testing. The 3rd release ”Lithium” is
planned [13].
IV.

T HE ARCHITECTURE OF O PEN DAYLIGHT

In this section, ODL architecture is discussed in detail.
”Fig. 2” highlights an abstract architecture of ODL which is
represented by the first 3 layers: the network applications and
services, the controller platform, as well as the SB interfaces
and protocols. All of these layers form the control plane. The
data plane found in ”Fig. 2” is not part of the ODL architecture,
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The complete view of OpenDaylight architecture [14].

it basically describes the various (physical and virtual) network
elements in the underlying entire network. The following are
details of modules and components included in each layer, it
is covered based on the complete picture of ODL architecture
represented by ”Fig. 3”.

applications requiring network view can access Topology Manager through NB APIs [36].
•

Statistics Manager collects statistical information from
the managed switches. It sends statistics requests to
all the switches and maintains the responses in the
statistics operational sub-tree. Statistical information
on switch ports, tables, and flows are provided by
Statistics Manager [32].

•

Switch Manager stores details on the switches and
their ports to identify the discovered switches. For
each discovered switch, it saves its parameters in the
Switch Manager data tree [32].

•

Forwarding Rules Manager (FRM) checks for flow
updates, resolves their conflicts, and validates them.
It provides basic forwarding rules such as OF rules as
well it installs the forwarding rules into the managed
switches through the SB interface, regardless of the
switch specifications [32].

•

Inventory Manager maintains an up-to-date inventory
database of the discovered switches [35]. ”Fig. 3” does
not show this module in BNSFs container although
its exiting, only the most significant modules are
highlighted in the figure.

•

Host Tracker tracks the location of the end host in the
entire network (the switch and the port, it connects

A. The Controller Platform
The ODL is a modular, pluggable, and flexible controller,
the Controller Platform represents the main layer in its architecture which enables SDN abstraction [13]. This layer exposes
open NB APIs to the network applications to control and
manage the physical and virtual elements within the network. It
also consists of the Base Network Service Functions (BNSFs),
the Platform Network Service Functions, and the Service
Abstraction Layer (SAL), which are covered in the following
text.
1) The Base Network Service Functions: BNSFs are responsible for gathering statistics, collecting information about
the elements within the entire network and their capabilities.
They expose NB APIs to the applications to access the
collected information and statistics [13]. Currently, the ODL
platform has the following built-in network services:
•

Topology Manager stores information about the managed switches in the topology operational sub-tree
[32]. It forms this sub-tree by listening to the notifications when a switch is added or removed. Network

to) and stores the related information (MAC address,
network address, switch type and port type). Host
Tracker database is populated dynamically using the
MAC addresses of the hosts or manually using NB
APIs [32].
2) The Platform Network Service Functions: the ODL
controller contains pluggable oriented services which perform
specific networking tasks and other extensions to enhance the
SDN functionality [36]. In the following text, some of these
services are outlined:
•

Affinity Metadata Service [2] provides a NB API
to express network requirements of applications and
communicating workload to the controller. The controller may provision network infrastructure between
endpoints to satisfy these requirements or to reduce
the resultant workload.

•

Virtual Tenant Network (VTN) Manager [24] creates
and manages a multi-tenant virtual network. VTN
allows users to design a logical network (a look and
feel of L2/L3 network), regardless of the physical
network topology.

•

L2 Switch [7] provides L2 switch functionality and
creates several generic reusable services, such as address tracking, basic spanning tree protocol, modular
event-driven packet handling and optimum path computations.

•

Service Function Chaining (SFC) [20] provides the
ability to define a chain of network services (such as
firewall, routers, load balancers) in an ordered list to
ascertain the service path for data traffic.

•

Group-Based Policy (GBP) [6] separates the application connectivity requirements from the underlying
details of network elements via application-focused
policy model. It classifies network endpoints into
groups based on the application requirements and
applies the application-focused policy to these groups.

•

Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA)
Service [1] is proposed to provide a generalized model
for AAA functions in ODL project. The identity
of both human and machine users is verified using
token/claim-based authentication. The permission of
accessing resources such as RPCs, notification, subscriptions, and subsets of the data-tree is checked
based on role-based access control (RBAC) authorization. Accounting records all resources’ accesses for
different purposes such as analysis, billing, diagnostics, and security audit.

3) The Service Abstraction Layer: As the heart of the
ODL, the SAL, enables ODL to support multiple SB protocols
(via SB plugins) and to provide a uniform set of services to
other modules and network applications. Device Discovery is
a service provided by the SAL and consumed by Topology
Manager to form the network topology and to build element
capabilities. Most of SAL services are built based on the SB
plugins features. the requested service for a given switch is
fulfilled by the SAL, irrespective of the underlying SB protocol
[12].

NB and SB plugins can be service producers or service
consumers or even both. The SAL works as a large services’
registry where the producers advertise their services through
their APIs. When a consumer requests an advertised service by
a generic API, the SAL connects and binds both the producer
and the consumer [36]. The developers of ODL started coding
the original SAL with an API-Driven SAL architecture [8]. The
left of ”Fig. 4” highlights the API-Driven SAL or AD-SAL,
the developers had to code the SAL APIs (to route service
requests between consumers and providers) and the adaptation
functionality (if NB (Service, abstract) API is not similar to its
corresponding SB (protocol) API) [8]. Despite AD-SAL hiding
the element-level complexity, the scalability of ODL can be
limited by coding the SAL APIs as well as the adaptation
functionality of each new plugin each time [35].
As a result of the demand for a scalable architecture, a new
model-driven architecture of SAL is implemented (referred to
as Model-Driven SAL or MD-SAL). As it is shown on the
right of ”Fig.4”, MD-SAL architecture hides the SAL APIs’
complexity and routes data between consumers and producers
using java uniform APIs generated from YANG models [8].
When a SB plugin (which mostly provides services) is compiled, YANG compiler creates these APIs (such as RPCs and
Notifications) for the consumers which are part to the plugin
[36]. In addition, MD-SAL data stores can be used to save data
generated by models. MD-SAL storage is used to exchange
data between the providers and consumers [8]. The adaptation
functionality is not part of MD-SAL, It is provided by plugins
to perform a model-to-model mapping between two APIs [8].
Hence, MD-SAL does not have any plugin-specific APIs, this
implies its ability to adapt any SB or NB plugins loaded into
the ODL [35].
B. The Southbound Interface and Protocols Plugins
To enable a secure communication between the controller
and the network elements, SB protocols are used. The network
elements can be managed, configure, and monitored by these
protocols. ODL supports multiple SB protocols (via SB plugins). These SB protocols enable ODL to support heterogeneous
networks and ensure interoperability with other technologies
and between other vendors. Some of the supported SB plugins
(that implement SB protocols) are described below:
•

OpenFlow Plugin [16] implements the OF protocol
specifications as it is evolved. ODL currently supports
OF versions 1.0, 1.3 as well as Table Type Patterns
(TTPs) [22] which allow an OF controller and OF
switch to negotiate and agree on a set of functionality
provided with OF versions 1.1+.

•

Open vSwtich Database (OVSDB) Plugin [17] models OVSDB management protocol which manages
and configures open vswitches. OVSDB has started
to be deployed on more recently Ethernet switches
firmware.

•

SNMP Plugin [21] proposed to develop a Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP) SB plugin to manage the off-the-shelf commodity Ethernet
switches. Flow configuration on these switches can be
realized over the forwarding table, ACL, and VLAN
table.
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The evolution of SAL from API-Driven to Model-Driven [8].

•

BGP-LS/PCEP Plugins [3] implement Java-based Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) and Path Computation
Element Protocol (PCEP). BGP-LS plugin supports
BGP Linkstate Distribution and considered for the
ODL as a source of L3 topology information while
PCEP plugin used to create paths into the underlying
entire network.

•

Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) Plugin
[9] developed to enable the ODL to manage and
configure network elements supporting NETCONF
protocol. It also helps discovering of such elements
and their capabilities and provides all the functionalities of NETCONF protocol.

C. The Network Applications and Services
On the top layer of ODL exits the network applications and
services that control, manage, monitor the entire network. Most
of these applications and services are linked with the corresponding platform network services such as VTN coordinator
and VTN manager. This layer as well includes orchestration
services which engineer traffic, according to the requirements
of environments such as the NVF and cloud [36]. The middle
Platform Layer exposes open NB APIs which are used by this
layer’s applications. The ODL supports both OSGi framework
and bidirectional REST APIs for the NB APIs. The difference
between the OSGi framework and REST (HTTP based) API
is that, the former is used for applications that will run in
the same address space as the ODL whereas the latter is used
for applications that do not [14]. Some of the ODL’s network
applications are discussed:
•

•

openDayLight User eXperience (DLUX) [15] is a new
web-based user interface (UI) for the ODL’s second
release ”Helium”. DLUX is a more dynamic interactive UI developed using AngularJS (a client-side
JavaScript framework) as base front end technology.
The ODL only exposes NB (REST) APIs which are
then consumed by UI.
VTN coordinator [24] is an external application that
provides REST APIs for users to construct VTN and
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coordinates virtual networks extending across multiple
ODL controllers. It also communicates with VTN
Manager plugin to apply the user configuration.
•

SDNi Wrapper [10] is part of the ODL-SDNi application to enable inter-SDN controller communication. It
uses the SDNi Rest API to collect the information
to be shared amongst controllers. SDNi aggregator
(a platform network service) interacts with Switch,
Statistics, Topology Mangers and Host Tracker of the
controller to gather the topology and other related
information. The SDNi REST API fetches the aggregated information from SDNi aggregator which then
collected by SDNi Wrapper.

•

DDoS protection [4] is an application to detect and
mitigate Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.
The application uses NB REST API to monitor the behaviour of protected traffic and transfer attacked traffic
to predefined Attack Mitigation Systems (AMSs).
V.

C LUSTERING S ERVICE IN O PEN DAYLIGHT

ODL supports clustering service [12] where multiple instances of ODL act as one logical controller. In this section,

I shed light upon the cluster-based high availability service
of ODL. This service not only provides redundancy, but also
allows the ODL’s instances to linearly scale. Each instance
communicates with each other to form a cluster and shares
information with each other to ensure availability in case any
instance goes down.
”Fig. 5” highlights a cluster of 3 ODL’s instances where a
MD-SAL within one of these instances connects to the cluster’s
data store and message bus (to route service requests between
instances). The following information needs to be synchronize
among the instances [12]:
•

Configuration files

•

Topology in-memory database

•

Switch and Host tracking database

•

User database

•

Master controller for a given network element. Simple
metric could be used such as highest IP address metric.
The controller with the highest IP address becomes a
master then a backup controller being the next highest
IP address.

With ODL’s clustering service [12], the network elements
and applications are multi-homed to multiple instances. The
switches connect to two or more instances via persistent pointto-point TCP/IP connection (if an instance fails another one
is available), whereas the applications connect to an instance
via (HTTP based on non-persistent connections) RESTful web
services which means that if the instance fails the application
will re-establish a new connection on the next transaction.
VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

SDN could possibly have a significant influence on different types of networks as well as it could shape the next
generation networks. SDN controller should not be limited to
OF or any single SB protocol talking to the network elements
and the APIs of SB protocols or NB applications should
be generated automatically to provide or request services.
This paper describes the promising ODL controller and its
architecture. ODL architecture has the ability to adapt any
loaded SB or NB plugins. This ability comes as a result of the
evolved MD-SAL in ODL which does not have any pluginspecific APIs as well as SB and NB APIs are automatically
generated from the plugins’ models. Multiple instances of
ODL controller can form a cluster for redundancy, high availability, and scalability. This work was a theoretical research on
ODL and its architecture, a practical work of deploying SDN
over wireless networks and using ODL as a network controller
is planned for future research.
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